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art. 88P 606702 – SYTRON  

art. 88Q 000608 – SYTRON WOMAN 

Sytron is the skiboot in Grilamid® reinforced in carbon designed for the evolved ski mountaineer  

looking for lightweight and performance for quick tours and training. It meets all the requirements of 

the demanding user thanks to technologies and patents conceived for the race world, such as the 

“race-ready”, single lever, closure system,  with the exclusive CavoBike Pro Lever mechanism that 

allows the transition from ski to walk mode in one quick motion, totally freeing the cuff thanks to an 

innovative solution. The lower micrometric Spider Buckle Evo closure system and the upper lid with the 

threefold adjustment allows for maximum customization of the fit and allows you to release power 

when skiing downhill. Sytron is compatible with TECH bindings: it uses the revolutionary, patented S4 

Insert ™ front plate, thanks to which the centering and the entry of the binding have never been easier 

and faster. With 75 degrees of inclination and the protective, highly durably La Sportiva Grip Guard ™: 

sole, Sytron is a concentration of technology to meet the needs of the modern ski mountaineer. 

 

1. G-Shell™: Grilamid® shell (length 287 mm, size 27).  

2. CRP Cuff™  Carbon Reinforced cuff (75° range of motion) – only on Man version;  Fiber 
Glass Reinforced Cuff – Only on WOMAN 

3. Walking Profile:  Rocker outsole, compatible with all types of bindings. Protective gaiter 

with abrasion resistant plastic tongue.  

4. Spider Buckle Evo: closure system that allows for the perfect distribution of tension on all 

the surface of the tongue with one quick move.   

5. Cuff Wings: Overlap cuff in PU with custom fit closure system 

6. Single-Throw Buckle with even lighter weight, one-motion transition ski/walk mode 

7. CavoBike Lever PRO™: patented lever mechanism controls ski/walk mode, allows for total 

releae of the cuff guaranteeing maximum freedom of movement even with crampons.  

Forward Lean: 4 position adjustable forward lean (14°, 16°, 18°, 20°) 

8. S4 Insert™: new patented insert designed in collaboration with Skitrab: makes centering 

the binding easier.  

9. Inner sole Removable with insulation PU inserts 

10. Outsole La Sportiva Grip Guard™ with abrasion resistant inserts at heel and toe, 

exceptionally long lasting  

11. Sytron Liner: heat mouldable bootie with EZ Flex and over-lap closure system  

 

Colour: Ocean/Sulphur (man); White/Emerald (woman) 
Shell:  Grilamid®  
Cuff:  Man: Carbon Reinforced Polymer (Grilamid®/Carbon) ; Woman: Fiber Glass Reinforced 
Cuff 
Inner bootie: Sytron Liner 
Range of motion: 75° (35° back/40° front) 
Buckles: 2  
Forward Lean: 4 positions (14°, 16°, 18°, 20°) 
Weight: XXX 
Size: Man: 23.5 - 30 (including half sizes); Woman: 23-26,5 (including half sizes) 



Compatible with bindings: TECH 
Outsole: La Sportiva Grip Guard™ 
 
LOGOs:  Made in Italy, RACE/TOUR (ball to be positioned exactly over the blue of TOUR)  
 
 
REDAZIONALE: 

 

Sytron is the skiboot in Grilamid® reinforced in carbon designed for the evolved, female ski 

mountaineer  looking for lightweight and performance for quick tours and training. It meets all the 

requirements of the demanding female user thanks to technologies and patents conceived for the race 

world, such as the “race-ready”, single lever, closure system,  with the exclusive CavoBike Pro Lever 

mechanism that allows the transition from ski to walk mode in one quick motion, totally freeing the 

cuff thanks to an innovative solution. The aesthetics and the  particular type of fit have been specifically 

designed for the  feet of today’s modern female ski-tourers and racers Offering 75° range of motion, 

a long lasting La Sportiva Grip Guard™ protective sole, and a removable insole for maximum 

comfort. The lower micrometric Spider Buckle Evo closure system and the upper lid with the threefold 

adjustment allows for maximum customization of the fit and allows you to release power when skiing 

downhill. Sytron is compatible with TECH bindings: it uses the revolutionary, patented S4 Insert ™ front 

plate, thanks to which the centering and the entry of the binding have never been easier and faster. 

With 75 degrees of inclination and the protective, highly durably La Sportiva Grip Guard ™: sole, Sytron 

is a concentration of technology to meet the needs of the modern ski mountaineer. 

 

 


